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From Rush

On Monday, I reiterated this shocking but true fact: Democratic leaders see George W. Bush as a
bigger threat to the United States than any foreign enemy. They'll cause any sort of damage to the
nation, and fix it later when they get their power back. So when Democrats heard reports that our
brave military forces had cornered and killed Saddam Hussein's two sadistic sons Uday and
Qusay, they said, "Aw, darn it." It's the same reaction they had to Tom Brokaw's recent interview
with Chief U.S. Weapons Inspector David Kay. 
 
 
 
 
Kay said that he's seen plenty of WMDs found in Iraq, but that the administration is waiting to
release it. The administration may wait as long as six months to tell us of the caches they've found
- a time frame that would put the revelation of the weapons every one from the UN to Bill Clinton
to the EU to EIB knows Saddam had smack dab in the middle of the Democrat primary season.
Senators Pat Roberts (R-KS) and John Warner (R-VA) said they'd seen the same stuff and
agreed it couldn't yet be released. You see, Democrats have nothing new or alternative to offer
that's positive. They've positioned themselves so that they can only succeed if the nation suffers.  
 
 
 
I'm not saying they want another terrorist attack, but they're ready to pounce when one inevitably
happens. Contrarily, good news hurts the liberal left. For example: if these two thugs have indeed
assumed Mesopotamian temperature, you're going to have reduced attacks on American troops -
and that means the Democratic reliance on blowing our casualties all out of proportion will be
reduced. It's widely believed that Uday and Qusay were directing the attacks on our troops, this
guerilla warfare and these sniper attacks, so this will prove a devastating blow to pro-Saddam
forces while at the same time encourage average Iraqis to accelerate the pace of rebuilding. 

Meanwhile, you have Terry McAuliffe out there saying Bush is "the biggest liar in presidential
history," and Dick Gephardt attacking Bush's foreign policy as "machismo and arrogant
unilateralism" in the mold of John Wayne. Can you imagine Kofi Annan or Jacques Chirac in any
one of The Duke's roles? Gephardt's remarks to the San Francisco Bar Association attempt to
rewrite history just like these attempts to deny Saddam had any WMDs and to claim that Bush
promised a "cakewalk" in Iraq. Yet on the very day the Democrats think they see their big chance
to smear this president, we nab two Aces from the Iraqi leadership. You think we need NATO and
the UN when we are NATO and the UN, Dick? You think we don't need machismo and John
Wayne? This is why you guys just don't get it. 

Near the end of Tuesday's broadcast, a caller asked me just how the Democrats and the press
are going to react to the news of Uday and Qusay's deaths. Their reaction will be, "Damn it! Damn
it to hell! Aw, gee, why did they have to get those two now? We were on a roll, Bush was
incompetent, whole war was blown, and now we got those two - damn." 
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That's going to be the reaction of the Democrats, and the media will pretty much join that reaction,
and then there will be the questions, "Is it really them, or is Bush just saying it? We want to see
the bodies. Bush has lied about so much, Bush has made up so much, let's see the bodies. Why
didn't he get them sooner? How come it's taken this long? This is an incompetent president. We
bombed them three times, how many bombs have we wasted? How many cruise missiles did we
waste? How many soldiers' lives did it take to get these two?" 

And folks, the attacks on the American military will probably drop considerably because these two
clowns were leading the insurgent movement of the Saddam Fedayeen. The liberals are going to
be devastated. Remember, whatever is good news for America, is bad news for them.  
 
Rush
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